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A projective Hjelmslev plane is called regdar iff it admits an Abelian collinea- 
tion group that is regular on both the points and lines of the plane and that 
splits info a smnmanrl regular on the elements of any given neighborhood and 
another summand permuting the points and lines of the projective image plane 
regularly. Regular Hjelmslev planes are shown to correspond to so-called special 
difference sets. We construct regular Hjelmslev planes with parameters (qn, q) 
for any prime power q and any natural number n as well as for infinitely many 
series of parameters (t, q), where t is not a power of q. Our construction also 
yields series of parameters for which the existence of a Hjehnslev plane was not 
known up to now as well as the first information on the existence of nontrivial 
collineations in the case of parameters (t, q) with t not a power of q. 
1. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE 
Incidence structures and their homomorphisms are defined as in 
Dembowski’s “Finite Geometries” [2]. In this paper all incidence structures 
are finite and the blocks are called lines. For any point p, (p) is the set of 
lines incident with p and [p] the cardinality of (p). [q,p] is the number of 
lines joiningp and q. (G), [G], and [G, HI are defined dually. E&t) denotes 
the elementary Abelian group of order t, & the cyclic group of order t 
(represented as the residues mod t). 
1.1 DEFINITION. A projective Klingenberg plane (more briefly: iS-plane) 
is an incidence structure d = (Sp, B, I> together with an equivalence relation 
* These results form parts of the author’s doctoral dissertation [9] that has been prepared 
under the supervision of Prof. Dr. H. Lenz at the Freie Universitlt Berlin. An abstract 
of this note without proofs [l 11 appeared in the proceedings of the Symposion on Geometric 
Algebra in Duisburg in March/April 1976. 
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0 on +@ and % (called the neighbor relation; the equivalence class of p resp. G 
is denoted by p’ resp. G’) such that 
(W P @ 4 3 [P, 41 = 1 VP, 4 6 VP; 
(K2) GBH*[G,H]=~VG,HE%; 
(K3) Putting p’lG’ iff there are q, H with q 0 p, H 0 6, and q.IN, the 
equivalence classes with respect to o form an ordinary projective plane A’. 
If fl furthermore satisfies 
(I-IO PfqhPoq~[P,ql>l\dp,qE~; 
(H2) G#HAG~H+[G,H]>~VG,HE%, 
then A is called a projective Hjehnstev plane (more briefly: H-plane). 
1.2 THEOREM. Let A =(~,23,,I) b e a K-plane. Then there are natUral 
numbers t and F, the parameters of A, with 
(i) \p’ [ = 1 G’ / = t2VpE%3VGE%; 
(ii) i(p)nG’I ==I(G)np’j =tV(p,G)Er; 
(iii) F is the ovder of A’. If t # 1, we have F < t (then A is calledproper; 
we have t = 1 iff A is an oFdi?%aFy projective plane). 
(iv) [p] = [G] = t(u -I- 1) Vp E ‘$3 VG E !B; 
(V) \ y ) = j % 1 = t2(r2 + F + 1). 
Proof. The original proof for H-planes is due to Kleinfeld [12]. Drake and 
Lenz [6] observed that this proof remains valid for &Z-planes. A generalization 
may be found in [lo]. 
It is natural to ask about the spectrum 68 resp. G;8 of pairs (t, F) that 
occur as the parameters of a K-plane resp. H-plane. Until 1975 the only 
known values were given by 
1.3 THEOREM. If (1, r) E Gs (i.e., if there is a projective plane of order 
r), then (rn, F) E Sfs for any natural number n; thus in particular (q”, q) E S$j 
for any prime power q. 
PuooJ: Due to Artmann [l]. 
In 1975, Drake and Lenz could obtain the following results. 
1.4 THEOREM. (i) (t, F) E ‘33 holds iff (1, r) E 652. and there are r - I 
mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order t. 
(ii) If (t, r) E S$ and if q = t(r + 1) - 1 is a prime power, then 
(q”t, F) E: 6% fou any natural number n. 
(iii) If q and r are prime powers with z(F + 1) & q f 1 Q r(r f l)$ 
then (q9, r) B G$ for any natural number n. 
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(iv) If q and r are prime powers with 
( > i. ” cr + 1) d q $ 1 < y$b(y + l), 
then (r2bqh, r) E G&5 for any natural number k. 
(v) If q and r are prime powers with 
(rb+i+)(I+ 1) <q+ 1 <r2b+1(r+ l), 
then (r2b+1qk, r) E G$ for any natural number k. 
ProoJ: (i), (ii), (iii): [6]; (iv), (v): [5]. 
The actual theorems of [5,6] allow us to conclude some more by repeated 
applications. We do not go into all the details here. Essentially there is 
nothing known on Qj that goes beyond these results (except for some non- 
existence results, see [3,4]). Though Theorem 1.4 is a remarkable advance on 
Theorem 1.3 it is not entirely satisfying; e.g., it does not provide us with 
information on the existence of nontrivial collineations in the newly con- 
structed planes. We demonstrate the existence of Hjelmslev planes with a 
regular Abelian collineation group for most of the parameter pairs given in 
[6], and also for a number of entirely new parameter pairs. We also show 
that the classical finite Hjelmslev planes of Theorems 1.6 and 1.7, below, 
admit a regular Abelian collineation group: Even this was not known 
hitherto. We first recall the necessary algebraic notions. 
1.5 DEFINITION. A Hjelmslev ring (briefly: H-ring) is an associative ring 
R with 1 # 0 satisfying: 
(HRl) The set of nonunits forms a two-sideal ideal N. 
(HR2) N consists of two-sided zero divisors. 
(HR3) If a, b E N, then (i) a E bN or b E aN, and (ii) a E Nb or b E Na. 
1.6 THEOREM. Let R be an H-ring and de$ne an incidence structure A(R) as 
follows: 
points are the homogeneous triples Ep = E(p, , p1 , p2), where E denotes 
the set of units of R (thus E = R\N) and not all of the pi are in N; 
lines are the homogeneous triples u=E = (uO , u, , u2)’ E, where not all of 
the ui are in N; 
incidence is given by Ep 1 uTE iff puT = 0. 
Then A(R) is an H-plane with parameters t = 1 N 1 and r = 1 R/N 1 . 
Proof. [13] (see also [8]). 
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1.7 THEOREM. Let K := GF(9) be the Galois field of order q and let 
R,(q) be the (n + l)-dimensional vector space over K with basis (1, i,..., i”) and 
multiplication 
where 
i0 := 1 and im := 0 form >n. (1.2) 
Then R,(q) is an H-ring with zero divisor ideal N = (i,..., i”), and A@,(q)) 
has parameters (q”, q). 
2. DIFFERENCE SETS AM, K-PLANES 
2.1 DEFINITION. A K-plane n is called regular iff it admits an AbeliSa 
collineation group Q = 3 @ %, where 
6 is regular on the points and lines of d ; cw 
% is regular on the elements of every neighborhood of A. (2.2) 
Then obviously 3 is a Singer group of d’, i.e., 3 permutes the points and lines 
of A’ regularly. Thus in all known cases 3 is a cyclic group. 
We denote by 33751 resp. %.$$ the spectrum of all pairs (t, r) that occur as 
parameters of a regular K-plane resp. a regular H-plane. 
2.2 DEX~INI\~ITION. Let 3 denote an Abelian group of order v := r2 + r + 1 
and % an Abehan group of order t2. Put 6 := 3 @ %. Then 
D :== {(ai, aij): i = 0 ,..,, r;j = 1, . . . . f) C 8 
is called a (t, s)-df&ence set in Q iff 
The differences 
(ai , ai3 - (aj , ajl) (i, j = 0 ,..., r; k, J = I,..., E; i f j) 
contain each element (x, JI) f ($5 with x # 0 exactly once. 
D is called special iff it also satisfies 
The (r + 1) t(t - 1) differences 
@i , ad - (ai, ai3 (i = O,..., r; j, k = l,..., t; j # k) 
contain each element (0, X) E 6 with x # 0 at least twice. 
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2.3 EXAMPLES. (i) In the terminology of Definition 2.2, ordinary differen- 
ce sets (for projective planes cf. [2,7]) in an Abelian group 3 of order rz + 
r + 1 are (1, r)-difference sets. By Singer’s theorem [15] there are (1, q)- 
difference sets for any prime power 4. 
(ii) We take t = r = 2, 3 = Z, the cyclic group of order 7, % = 
EA(4) the elementary Abelian group of order 4 (considered as the additive 
group of GF(4) with w a generating element of GF(4)*) and put 
D : = ((1, 01, (1, I>, (2,0), (2, 14, (4, 0)(4, w3> 
to obtain a special (2,2)-difference set. 
In analogy to the correspondence between ordinary difference sets and 
projective planes one has the following: 
2.4 THEOREM. Let D be a (t, r)-dgference set in 6 = 3 @ 5X. Then the 
incideme structure d(D) : = (6, B(D), E) with 
.B(D):=(D+x:x~(li} (2.6) 
is a (t, r)-K-plane that is regular with respect to G. Conversely, every (t, r)-K- 
plane that is regular with respect to G may be described in this way. A(D) is an 
H-plane iff D is special. 
Sketch of Proof. ” * ” 
Let D be a (t, r)-difference set. We must define o for A(D). We put 
and 
(X,y)O(X’,y’):9X=X’ (2.7) 
D + (x, y) 0 D + (x’, y’) :o x = x’. (2.8) 
Putting D’ := (a,, ,..., ar} (when D has the form described in (2.3)) it is easily 
seen that D’ gives rise to an ordinary projective plane A’(D) and hence that 
O(D) satisfies (K3). The verification of (Kl), (K2), and-in case D is special- 
(Hl) and (H2) is quite routine though tedious and is left to the reader. A(D) 
is obviously regular with respect to 6. 
Now let A be (t, r)-K-plane that is regular with respect to 6. Choose a fixed 
point (0,O) and coordinatize the pointp by (x, y) iff the image of (0,O) under 
(x, y) E 6 is p. By (2.1) this is well defined and by (2.2) A satisfies (2.7). Now 
choose a fixed line D and consider it as a point set. D then takes the form 
described in (2.3). By (2.1) each line of A is uniquely representable in the 
form D + x with x E 6. By (2.2) A satisfies (2.8). It is now checked (using 
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(Kl)) that D forms a (t, r)-difference set which is special if Lil is an H-plane 
(using (H2) one has the existence of at least two lines through (0,O) and 
(0, x) for x # 0). Clearly d s Ll(D). 
2.5 DEFINITION. Let % be an Abelian group of order t2 and A : = (a& 
(i = 0 ,..., r; k = I,..., t) a matrix with entries from ‘%. Then A is called a 
(t, r)-Klingenberg matrix (briefly: K-matrix) iff 
For each pair (i,j) E (0 ,..., r) x (0 ,..., vj with i f j we have !Q = 
bk - ajl : k, 1 = I,..., t]. 0.99 
A is called a (t, r)-Hjelmslev matrix (briefly: H-matrix) iff we furthermore 
have 
The (1. i 1) t(t - 1) differences 
aEk - aiZ (i = O,..., r; k, I = l,..., t; k + I) 
contain each x E ‘% with x f 0 at least twice. 
(2.10) 
2.6 LEMMA. Let A = (a& be a K-matrix. If aik - ail = a,, - a,, # 0, 
then neeessariiy i = j. 
Proof. Assume i #j. we have aik - ai, = aiz - a$, . By (2.9) this 
implies k = 1, m = n, and thus aik - ai, = 0. Contradiction! 
2.7 PROPOSITION. Let D be a (t, r)-dgference set in G = 3 @ ‘$I (as 
,described in (2.3)). Then A := (ai& (i = 0 ,..., r; k = I,..., t) is a (t, r)-K- 
matrix over ‘9. Conversely, if A = (a{3 (i = 0 ,..., r; k c= l,..., t) is a (t, r>- 
K-matrix over % and if (a, ,..., aJ is an ordinary dz@erence set in the Abelian 
group 3, the set D as described in (2.3) is a (t, r)-dvference set in 3 @ %. D 
is special $f A is an H-matrix. 
Proof. Obvious, since (2.9) and (2.10) correspond to (2.4) and (2.5). 
2.8 COROLLARY. Let r be a prime power. Then we have (t, r) E 5R5% resp. 
(t, r) E We gfthere is a (t, r)-K-matrix resp. a (t, r)-H-matrix. 
ProoJ By Singer’s theorem [15] there exists an ordinary difference set in 
2 ra+r+1 * The assertion now follows by Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.4. 
2.9 EXAMPLES. 
t 
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These are special cases of Theorem 3.1. Both matrices are in fact even 
H-matrices (cf. Lemma 5.7). 
3. REGULAR K-PLANES 
3.1 THEOREM. Let t be a prime power and 2 < r < t. Then there exists a 
(t, r)-K-matrix with entries from ITA( 
Proof. Let F = GF(t) be the Galois field of order t, and choose a gene- 
rating element w of F*. We consider EA(t2) as the additive group F @ F. We 
define the (r + 1) x t-matrix A = (ai&) by 
if k = t, 
ifk#tandi=r-1, 
ifk # tandi =r, 
otherwise 
(i = 0 ,..., r; k = l,..., t); i.e., we obtain 
w, w’> (w2, w”) **- (W-, wy (0, 0) 
(u”, w”) (w2, w”) *** (Wt-1, wt) (0, 0) 
A= i 
i 
(WI, w-1) (w2, w’) -‘* (Wt-1, Wtfr-3) (0,-o) + 
(WI, 0) (w2, 0) **a (Wt-1, 0) (07 0) 
to, wl> (0, w2) **a (0, w”-1) 9 (03 0) 
We assert that A is a K-matrix. Let us first consider the differences arising 
from rows r and i (i # r, r - 1). We obviously obtain each element of the 
form (0, y) exactly once as (0,O) - (0,O) resp. (0, wj) - (0,O). Furthermore 
each element of the form (wk, y) is among the differences (0,O) - (wz, w~+~) 
resp. (0, wj) - (WI, wi+? for j = I,..., t - 1, where we have defined 1 by 
WZ : = - wlc, since clearly F - w *+l = F. The differences arising from rows r 
and r - 1 resp. i and r - 1 (i # r, r - 1) may be handled similarly. 
Now consider rows i and j with i # j and i, j # r, r - 1. The differences 
with first component 0 are precisely 
{(WI, wif’) - (w’, wj+y,..., (Wt.--l, wf’“-1) - (Wt-1, W--l), (0,O) - (0, O)} 
= ((0, x(wi - wj)): x = 0, WI,..., Wt--l}, 
i.e., all elements of the form (0, y) (because wi - wi # 0). Now consider any 
x # 0, say x = wk. We assert that the differences with first component x 
occur precisely as the elements of the form 
(x, wj(y(wi-j - 1) + x)) with y E F, (34 
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which yields all elements of the form (x, z) because i # j, We obtain (3.1) in 
the case y = x as 
(Wk, wy - (0,O) = (x, wyx(w+ - 1) 4 X)), 
and in the case y = 0 as 
(0,O) - (Wk’, Wjf”‘) = (Wk, wkfj) = (x, wj(O(wi-f - 1) + x)), 
where we have defined k’ by wk’ := -x; finally, if y # 0, X, say y = wL 
with I # k, there is precisely one m E (O,..., t - l)\(Z) with x = wk = wz - w”. 
But then 
i.e., we obtain (3.1) in this case too. 
Hence each element of % really occurs (exactly once for reasons of car- 
dinality); thus A is a K-matrix. 
3.2 THEOREM. Let t = pn and p prime and 2 < r < p. Then there is a 
(t, r)-K-matrix with entries from 2, @ & . 
Proof. Define the (r + 1) x t-matrix A = (a& by 
(0, 0) if k = t, 
aik :== 
/ 
(k 0) ifk#tandi=r-1, 
(0, k> ifk # tandi = r, 
6% (i + 1) W otherwise 
{i = 0 ,..., Y; k = I ,..., t). We assert that A is a K-matrix. The proof is in 
complete analogy to that of Theorem 3.1; one only has to notice that I,..., 
p-laandi-j(fori#jandi,j=O,..., Y - I.) are relative prime to t, i.e., 
have inverses in & . The analog of (3.1) is the term (x, y(i - j) + x(i + I)) 
with y E 2, . We remark that Theorems 3.2 and 3.1 coincide in case of yz = I. 
3.3 THEOREM. If there is a (t, +&Y-matrix with entries .from ‘$3 and a 
(t, r)-KY-matrix with entries from W, then there is a (tt’, &K-matrix with 
entries from % @ W. 
Proof. Let A = (qk) (i = 0 ,..., r; k = l,..., t) be a (t, r)-K-matrix over 
% and .B = (b<,) (i = 0 ,..., r; I = l,..., 1’) a (t’, r)-K-matrix over w’. Define 
a matrix C :== (cilc) (i = 0 ,.,., r; k = l,..., tt’) with entries from % @ ‘8‘ by 
Cfik : = kak; bi,ti-(ak.--lw), 
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where elk denotes the smallest integer > k/t’. Thus we obtain 
i 
(%l > bo1) *.* hll 3 bt>) *** h%, &I -** (ao, 1 b,t,) 
c= ; 
(41 7 J&l) ... (a,1 2 66) -*- (a,t , b,,) .** (art i b,,,) . - 1 
We now must check the validity of (2.9) for C. Thus choose a fixed pair 
(i,j) with i fjand i,jE{O ,..., r>. Let (x, y) E % @ %’ be arbitrary. Since A 
is a K-matrix there is exactly one difference x = aik - ajl . Since B is a K- 
matrix there is exactly one difference y = biie, - bj,*. By construction of C 
the rows i andj contain the pairs (uik , bik,) resp. (ajl , bjr,) each exactly once. 
Hence each possible difference (x, y) actually occurs as difference from rows 
i and j. Thus C is a K-matrix. 
3.4 COROLLARY. Lett.= ql -.. q,, be theprimepower factorization oft, and 
let 2 < r < qi for i = l,..., n. Then there is a (t, r)-K-matrix with entries 
from EA(qla) @ *.- 0 EA(qn2). 
3.5 COROLLARY. Let t = q1 ... qn be the prime power factorization of t, 
and let 2 < r < q1 for i = I,..., n. If r is a prime poweri then (t, r) E !Rfi. 
We now construct some more automorphisms of the thus defined K-planes: 
3.6 THEOREM. Let t and r be prime powers with 2 < r < t. Let the (t, r)- 
K-matrix A be as in Theorem 3.1. Let A be a (t, r)-K-pIane that is regular with 
respect to Z,,,,,, @ EA(t “) =: 8 ( according to Corollary 2.8, Proposition 2.7 
and Theorem 2.4). Then A admits a collineation group $ g Zt-, inducing the 
identity on A’. Furthermore the group generated by 8 and fi is the semidirect 
product of 8 by .$ and is not Abelian. 
Proof. Let 5 := {ri: i = O,..., t - 21, where 
z-i: (a, x, y) tt (a, xwi, yw”) (a E &Q-+~ ; x, Y E E&t)). (3.2) 
ni is indeed a collineation of A: It leaves D invariant and transforms D + 
(x, y, z) into D + (x, ~3, zw?. Obviously we have gj g ZtPl . Because of 
(2.7) and (2.8) each 7ri induces the identity on d’. 
Now let % be the group generated by Q and 8. Clearly 8 and & are sub- 
groups of si with 8 n $5 = 1. If we denote the collineation in 8 mapping 
(x, y, z) onto (x + a, y + b, z + c) by 7,bc , we obtain 
Hence 8 is normal in 52. Thus si is the semidirect product of 8 by 9. We 
also see by (3.3) that R cannot be Abelian. 
Theorem 3.6 has the following obvious generalization: 
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3.7 THEOREM. Let t = q1 - - - qn be the prime power factorization of t und 
let Y be a prime power with 2 < r < qi for i = l,..., n. Let A be the (t, r)-K- 
matrix constructed according to Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 over % = EA(qIz) @ 
*a* @ EA(q*“) and A a corresponding K-plane that is regular with respect to 
(3 = G+r+1 @ ‘9. Then A admits a collineation group $j s Z,, @ ... @ 
Z,-1 which induces the identity on A’. The group generated by 0 and B is the 
semidirect product of Q by 5 and is not Abelian. 
Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 3.6, putting 
5j : = (T~~...~,: i, = 0 ,..., q@ - 2 for p = I ,..., n) 
with 
where a E ZP~+r+.l ; x, , y, E EA(q,J and where w, is the generating element 
of EA(q,) used in the construction of A (p = l,.. ., n). 
4. CLASSICAL REGULAR H-PLANES 
We now construct H-matrices by demonstrating that the classical H-planes 
over the H-rings given in Theorem 1.7 are in fact regular. The H-matrices 
thus obtained will be used in Section 5 in certain composition theorems. 
4.1 THEOREM. Let R,(q) be the H-ring dejined in Theorem 1.7 and A : = 
A(R,(q)) the corresponding H-plane (us in Theorem 1.6). Then there exist 
II, v, w s GF(q) such that 
gives rise to a semiregular collineation group 3 of A which is isomorphic to H, 
with v : = q2 + q + 1 and which acts on A’ as a Singer group (i.e., regularly). 
Define on W : = N x N (N again denotes the ideal of zero divisors) an operation 
* by 
(a, b) * (a’, b’) := ( a + a’ + (a% + ab’) v + bb’(u i- UW) 
1 + (a’b + ab’) u + bb’uw ’ 
b + b’ + aa’ + (a’b + ab’) w + bb’(v + w2) 
1 + (a’b + ab’) u + bb’uw ) 
. (4 1) 
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Then (%, *) is an Abelian group of order q2n and A is regular with respect to 
Q :.= 3 @ 8. 
ProoJ Consider the vector space GF(q)3 as a field F, say with generating 
element 01 of F*. Then 1,01,01~ are linearly independent over GF(q), hence may 
be chosen as a basis of GF(q)“. Let 01~ = u + vo1 + ~012. The linear trans- 
formation x ---, olx of GF(q)3 then has the matrix A defined jn the assertion. 
The classical proof of Singer’s theorem (see also [14]) then demonstrates 
that A induces a regular collineation group isomorphic to Z, of the De- 
sarguesian projective plane A’ defined over GF(q). Identifying the point 
(x, y, z) of A’ with the point (x, y, z) of A (and similarly for lines) we see that 
3 also acts semiregularly on A (since GF(q) is a subfield of R,(q) and since 
therefore A also gives rise to a collineation of A). 
We are now looking for linear neighbor colhneations of A = A@?,(q)) 
(i.e., collineations induced by a linear transformation of R,(q), which map 
each point (line) onto a neighbor point (neighbor line)). These are precisely 
the collineations generated by matrices of the type 
lfc d g 
a 13-e h , 
1 
(4.2) 
b f l+k 
where a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, k E iV. We investigate which of these matrices will 
commute with A and obtain 
Vf- u + uk 




l+c d g 0 0 
ii 
l+e h 
f Ii 1 
1 0 ZI 
lfk 0 1 w
i 
d g u + UC + vd + gw 
=l+e h ua + v + ev + hw . (4.4) 
f lfk ub+vf+w+kw 1 
Equations (4.3) and (4.4) give rise to nine equations yielding the following 
result: The values of a, b, c may be chosen arbitrarily; the remaining values 
then may be computed. Since dividing all entries of a matrix (4.2) by the 
same nonzero divisor 1 + c does not change the induced collineation, we 
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furthermore may assume w.1.o.g. that c = 0. The resulting equations induce 
us to define the matrix M(a, b) by 
M(a,b):= L 
i 
bu au + buw 
1 + bv au + b(u + VW) . (4.5) 
b a + bw 1 + aw + b(v + w2) 
The collineation induced by M(a, b) is labeled ~(a, b); thus a(a, a) acts 
according to (u, v, ~)~,ti M(a, b)(u, a, w)’ and (x, y, z) e (x, y, z) M(a, b)-l 
for lines (u, v, w)’ resp. points (x, y, z). We consider the product ~(a, b) 0 
C&X’, b’) that is induced by M(a, b) M(a’, b’). As both matrices commute 
with A, so does their product. Thus we must obtain a M(a”, b”) (possibly 
after normalizing according to c = 0). Computation yields (a”, b”) = 
(a, b) JF (a’, b’). 
We now prove that (%, *) is an Abehan group. * obviously is Abelian ((4.1) 
is symmetric with respect to primed and nonprimed variables) and has 
(0, 0) as unit element. Because of cr(a, b) 0 o(a’, b’) = ~((a, b) * (a’, b’)) * is 
associative as the composition of mappings is. Finally the inverse colhneation 
~+(a, b) also is of the type ~(a’, b’) since &P1(a, b) commutes with A ifl! 
M(a, b) does; it follows (a, b) * (a’, b’) = (0,O). 
Now let 6 := {~(a, b): a, b E N). We have ~(a, b) f ~(a’, b’) if (a, b) # 
(a’, 6’); for M(a, b) transforms (1, 0, O)T into (1, a, b)T and the homogeneous 
triples (1, a, b)i- and (1, a’, b’)= represent distinct lines for (a, b) I$ (a’, b’). 
Thus we have proved (6, o) g (3, *). The above argument also yields that 
% acts regularly on the neighbor class of (1, 0, O)T. 
Now consider the group Q generated by Jj and ES. Obviously LJ a 6 = 1 
and 8 is Abelian. Thus 63 = 3 @ 6. As 3 is regular on the set of line 
neighborhoods of LI and G is regular on the neighbor lines of (I, 0, O)T, 6 
must be regular on the lines of each line neighborhood of rl and 6 is regular 
on the set of all lines of d. 
Finally consider the point (1, 0, 0); by u-l(a, b) it is transformed into the 
point (I, bu, au + buw). Note that we have u + 0; for otherwise d = 
UC( + wa2 and 1, 01, 2 are linearly dependent. Thus the equations 
bu = m and au + buw = n 
are uniquely solvable,for arbitrary m, II E IV. But the set of all points (1, rn: n) 
is precisely the neighborhood of (1, 0,O). Thus 6 is regular on this and 
therefore-using the regularity of 3 on point neighborhoods-on any given 
point neighborhood of d. Clearly 8 is regular on the set of all points of d. 
Thus LI is regular with respect to 8. 
We remark that in case n = 1 the operation * as defined in (4.1) reduces 
to coordinatewise addition; then (‘%I, *) g (EA(q2), +). 
5Sza/z6/1-3 
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4.2 COROLLARY. (q”, q) E !Bg for any prime power q and any natural 
number n. 
4.3 COROLLARY. There are (q”, q)-H-matrices for any prime power q and 
any natural number n. 
Proo$ By Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 2.8. 
5. COMPOSITION THEOREMS FOR REGULARS H-PLANES 
We now use the H-matrices constructed from the classical regular H- 
planes in Section 4 to construct regular H-planes with parameters (t, q), 
where t is not a power of q by composition methods. We first give an 
5.1 EXAMPLE. Consider the (2, 2)-H-matrix of Example 2.9 and the 
following (5, 5)-H-matrix with entries from Z5 @ H, (as constructed in 3.1): 
/(2,2) (434) (3, 3) (1, 1) (0, 0) 
(234) (4, 3) (3, 1) (1, 2) (0, 0) 
(2, 3) (4, 1) (3,2) (L4) (0, 0) 
(2, 1) (432) (3, 4) (1, 3) (f-4 0) 
(2, 0) (430) (3,O) (1, 0) (09 0) 
\a 2) (034) (0, 3) (0, 1) @,O> 
From these matrices we obtain a (10,2)-H-matrix with entries from 92 := 
E2 @ Z, @ Z, @ Z, as follows (we write xyzw for (x, y, 2, w) fz a): 
1122 1144 1133 1111 1100 0024 0043 0031 0012 0000 
1023 1041 1032 1014 1000 0021 0042 0034 0013 
0120 0140 0130 0110 0100 0002 0004 0003 0001 
This is a special case of Corollary 5.4. 
5.2 DEFINITION. Let A = (a,3 be a (I, r)-H-matrix with entries from W. 
An x-choice for A consists of x elements of each row of A such that 
The differences 
(where i = O,..., r; X~ runs over the chosen elements of row i and ai% 
over the elements of row i distinct from xi> 
together contain each element of ‘8 # 0 at least twice. (5.0 
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5.3 THEOREM. If there is a (t, r)-H-matrix with a z-choice and $ there is 
an (s, q)-H-matrix with 
(2 + l)(r + 1) < q + I < t(r + I), (5.2) 
then there is a (st, r)-H-matrix with an s . pq-choice, where pq denotes the 
smallest integer 2 (q + l)/(r + 1). 
Proof. Let A = (ai (i = 0 ,..., r; k = I,..., t) be a (t, r)-H-matrix with 
a z-choice 6. Since any H-matrix is obviously transformed into an H-matrix 
by permuting the elements of a row we may assume w.1.o.g. that E consists 
of the elements ailc with i = 0 ,..., r and k = l,..., z. Furthermore let 3 = 
(b,,) (i = 0 ,..., q; k = l,..., s) be an (s, q)-H-matrix. 
Decompose the set A4 := (0 ,..., q} into disjoint subsets M, ,..., M, with 
z+1GIMi/<pg<t (i = O,..., r) (5.3) 
which is possible by (5.2). Now choose for each i E (O,..., r) a surjective 
mapping rri : (I,..., t> + Mi such that 
n(k) z d4 for k # I, k = l,..., z, 1 = l,... ‘I t, (5.4) 
and 
dL-., P4)l = MS, (5.5) 
which is possible by (5.3). 
Now define an ((r + 1) x t)-matrix C = (cik) (i = 0 ,..., r; k = I,..., st) by 
GIG := Gbk ; ~ni~ak~,k-(d+-2d~ 
where elk denotes the smallest integer > k/s. Thus we get 
C is a K-matrix: Consider rows i and j with i #j and i, j E go,..., r}. Given an 
element (x, y), there is exactly one difference representation x = aik: - tsj, , 
since A is a K-matrix. Thus we obtain precisely the following differences 
with first component X: 
By construction, we have vtik f ~$1; as B is a K-matrix, the differences 
mentioned above must run over all pairs (x, y) (x fixed). Thus C is a K- 
matrix, too. 
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We now assert that C is actually an H-matrix and that the elements cik 
with i = 0 ,..., I and k = l,..., spq form an s . pq-choice for C. We first con- 
sider elements of the type (0, X) with x # 0. Since B is an H-matrix, x has at 
least two difference representations x = bi, - bi, . Since the rrl are sur- 
jective, there are indices h,j with rh:j = i; by (5.5) we may assume j E (l,..., 
pq). Thus we get in row h of C the difference (ah3 , bgBj,%) - (ah,j bvd,J = 
(0, x). Thus each difference (0, X) with x # 0 arises at least twice from the 
chosen elements (as described in Definition 5.2). 
Finally consider an arbitrary pair (x, y) with x # 0. As 6 is a z-choice for 
A, x has at least two difference representations of the types 
x = ail, - ai1 resp. X = ail - aik , 
where k E (I,..., z>. We consider w.1.o.g. the case x = aik - aiz . By (5.4) we 
have nik # rril; since B is a K-matrix, there are uniquely determined indices 
m, n with 
Thus 
Y = bliiwn - b,.z 12. I . 
Using the analogous arguments for the second representation of x and 
noticing z + 1 < pq (by (5.3)), we see that C is indeed an H-matrix and that 
the elements cik with i = 0 ,..., r and k = l,..., spq indeed form an s . pq- 
choice for C. 
5.4 COROLLARY. If there are (t, r)- and (s, q)-H-Matrices with q = t(r + 
1) - 1, then there is an (st, r)-H-matrix. 
Proof. This is immediate by Theorem 5.3, since any (t, r)-H-matrix 
obviously has a (1 - I)-choice. 
5.5 COROLLARY. Let r and q := t(r + 1) - 1 be prime powers. Then 
(t, r) E %$j and (s, q) E %$j imply that (st, r) E ‘%$. 
Proof. By Corollaries 2.8 and 5.4. 
5.6 EXAMPLES. 
r 2 3 4 5 
t 2 4 8 10 3 4 5 
4 5 11 23 29 11 19 29 
S 5” lln 23” 29” 11” 19” 29” 
st 2 - 5” 4 . 11” 8 ~23” 10 .29” 3 . 11” 4 . 19n 5 * 29”’ . . . 
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5.7 LEMMA. Any (r, r)-K-matrix is in fact an (r, r)-H-matrix with a 
l-choice. 
Proof. Let A = (ai& (i = 0 ,..., r; k = I,..., t) be an (r, r)-K-matrix. We 
choose the elements ai1 for i = O,..., r. Then for fixed i the differences aa - 
ai ,..., ai, - ai, are all distinct (for otherwise (2.9) could not be satisfied) and 
different from 0. Thus by Lemma 2.6 we cannot have a,, - aiz = aj, - ajn 
for i # j and I # 1; hence the (r + l)(r - 1) differences a,, - atf (i = O,..., r; 
j = 2,..., r) are mutually distinct and thus exhaust all nonzero elements of the 
underlying group. A similar argument demonstrates that the differences 
ask - aa (i = o,..., r; k = 2,..., t) also exhaust the nonzero elements. Hence 
A is an H-matrix and the chosen elements do indeed form a l-choice for A. 
Note that Lemma 5.7 and Theorem 3.1 together yield the existence of 
(q, q)-H-matrices for any prime power q, independently of Section 4. 
5.8 COROLLARY. Let q and r be prime powers with 
2(r + 1) < 4 + 1 < r(r + 11, (5.61 
and suppose the existence of an (s, q)-H-matrix. Then there exists an (sr, r)=H- 
matrix with an s . pq-choice (where pq denotes the smallest integer > (q + l)/ 
(r + 1)). In particular this holdsfor s = q*, n an arbitrary natural number. 
ProoJ By Theorem 5.3, Lemma 5.7, and Corollary 4.3. 
5.9 COROLLARY. Let q and r be prime powers with (5.6). Then (s, q) E %!$ 
implies that (sr, r) E $I!& in particular, (q*r, r) E !&for any natural number n. 
5.10 EXAMPLES. We only give examples not already known by Examples 
5.6: 
r 3 4 5 
q 7 8 9 11 13 17 II 13 16 
s 7” 8” 9” lln 13” 17” 11” 13” 16” 
sr 3 .7” 3 . 8” 4.9” 4 . 11” 4. 13” 4 * 17% 5 . 11” 5 . 13” 5 . 16” .I. 
and 
r 7 3 
4 16 17 18 23 7 
:s 7. 16% ” 7 . 17” 7 . 19” 7.23” 13” ..a 21 7 - . 16” 21 7. . 17” 21 7. . 19” ... 
We remark that Examples 5.6 and Corollary 5.9 correspond to Theorem 1.4. 
(ii) and (iii). We now construct H-planes with new parameters. 
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5.11 THEOREM. Let q and r be prime powers with (5.6) and suppose the 
existence of an (s, q)-H-matrix. Let q’ be another prime power with 
(spq + l>(r + 1) < 4’ + 1 d sr(r + 11, (5.7) 
and assume the existence of an (s’, q’)-H-matrix. Then there is an (ss’r, r)-H- 
matrix with an s’ . pq’-choice. 
Proof. Immediate by Corollary 5.8 and Theorem 5.3. 
5.12 COROLLARY. Let q, r, q’ be prime powers with (5.6) and (5.7), and 
assume (s, q), (s’, q’) E Nj. Then aIso (ss’r, r) E %a. 
5.13 EXAMPLES. Let r = 3 and q = s = 7. By Corollary 5.12 we obtain 
the existence of regular H-planes with parameters (3 * 7 * qrn, 3), where q’ is 
a prime power with 59 < q’ < 83. Twice applying Corollary 5.9 we get the 
corresponding values for 16 ,< q’ < 55. Thus we really obtain new results 
by Corollary 5.12. It is easily seen that these new parameters have not been 
known to be in EAj by the work of [5,6]. Generally Corollary 5.12 yields 
new H-planes whenever q < r 2 - 1. The details of this consideration are left 
to the reader. 
It should by now be obvious how to generalize Corollary 5.8 and Theorem 
5.11 by recursively appling Theorem 5.3. In any case one will get new results. 
Notes added in proof. 1. The tedious computational proof given here to establish the 
results of Section 4 may be replaced by a theoretical one using some algebra; in fact, 
the results then may be improved to show that every K- resp. H-plane over a commutative 
local ring resp. H-ring is regular (see M. P. Hale, Jr., and D. Jungnickel, A generalization 
of Singer’s theorem, Proe. Anaer. Ma&z. Sot. 71 (1978), 28&284). 
2. The results of Section 5 may be vastly improved by using the concept of an “x- 
partition” instead of an “x-choice.” This improves the bounds given here and also allows 
results corresponding to parts (iv) and (v) of Theorem 1.4 (also with improved bounds) 
(see D. Jungnickel, Regular Hjclmslev planes, II, Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 241 (1978), 
321-330). 
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